Scooby-domain (sequence hydrophobicity predicts domains) is a fast and simple method to identify globular domains in protein sequence, based on the observed lengths and hydrophobicities of domains from proteins with known tertiary structure. The prediction method successfully identifies sequence regions that will form a globular structure and those that are likely to be unstructured. The method does not rely on homology searches and, therefore, can identify previously unknown domains for structural elucidation. Scooby-domain is available as a Java applet at http://ibivu.cs.vu.nl/programs/scoobywww. It may be used to visualize local properties within a protein sequence, such as average hydrophobicity, secondary structure propensity and domain boundaries, as well as being a method for fast domain assignment of large sequence sets.
INTRODUCTION
The suggestion that there might be a relationship between the ratio of hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues and molecular structure was first noted by Waugh (1) and later observed by Fisher (2) . The globular structure of a protein cannot be achieved by any combination of amino acids, as certain principles of structure must be obeyed. Proteins with too many hydrophobic residues will aggregate in solution: a small polypeptide cannot tolerate >30% of hydrophobic residues (3). Furthermore, a largely hydrophilic protein will fail to form a stable hydrophobic core (4) .
Long polypeptides will fold into compact, semiindependent, structural units called domains (5) . Given the observed random distribution of hydrophobic residues in proteins (6) , domain formation appears to be the optimal solution for a large protein to bury its hydrophobic residues while keeping hydrophilic residues at the surface (7) . Consequently, there are no observed protein structures of >250 residues that contain a single hydrophobic core (8) .
Methods to correctly define domains in protein sequence are extremely important in many areas of biology. Successful domain delineation would enable: the correct design of soluble constructs for high throughput structural genomics, the design of site directed mutagenesis experiments, the optimization of secondary structure prediction and threading methods; and comparative sequence analysis (9) .
The Scooby-domain (sequence hydrophobicity predicts domains) algorithm identifies the location of domains in a protein query sequence based on the distribution of observed lengths and hydrophobicities in domains with known 3D structure. Scooby-domain uses a multilevel smoothing window to average the hydrophobic content of domain-sized regions in a sequence of unknown structure. Using the window length and average hydrophobicity, the probability that the region can fold into a domain is then calculated and regions that are likely to be unstructured are also identified. Scooby-domain is available as a Java applet that can be used to visualize local properties of a protein sequence, such as average hydrophobicity and secondary structure propensity, as well as being a tool to manually assign domain boundaries. A web server is also available to automatically assign domain boundaries to a query sequence.
METHODS

Multilevel smoothing window
Hydrophobicity plots were designed to display the distribution of hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues along a protein sequence and are useful to identify transmembrane regions or antigenic sites (10, 11) . To generate a hydrophobicity plot for a sequence each residue is first assigned a value of hydrophobicity, and then a smoothing window, of a given size, is scanned along the sequence. Starting at the N-terminus of the sequence, the average hydrophobicity of the amino acids encapsulated by the window is calculated and the value is plotted at the centre of the window. The window then moves along the sequence, one residue at a time, calculating the average hydrophobicity of the residues it encapsulates until the window reaches the end of the sequence. A window size of 19 residues is useful for identifying transmembrane regions and a window size of 7 is useful to identify surface regions.
Scooby-domain applies a multilevel smoothing window to visualize properties of amino acids in a sequence, which means that it uses windows of increasing size, starting from a length of three residues. Each smoothing window calculates the average property of the residues it encapsulates, placing the value at its central position. This leads to a 2D matrix, where the value at cell (i, j) is the average hydrophobicity encapsulated by a window of size j that is centred at residue position i. The matrix has a triangular shape, the apex of which will correspond to a window size equal to the length of the sequence or the maximum window size (Figure 1 ). This adds a new dimension to the traditional hydrophobicity plot and is useful for identifying both local and global properties for a protein sequence.
Generating a domain probability matrix for a query sequence Scooby-domain uses the multilevel smoothing window to predict the location of domains in a query sequence. A window size, representing the length of a putative domain, is incremented starting from the smallest domain size observed in the database to the largest domain size. Based on the window length and its average hydrophobicity, the probability that it can fold into a domain is found directly from the distribution of domain size and hydrophobicity, calculated using the S-level domain representatives from the CATH domain database (12) . For each domain, percentage hydrophobicity is calculated using a binary hydrophobicity scale, where 11 amino acid types are considered as hydrophobic: Ala, Cys, Phe, Gly, Ile, Leu, Met, Pro, Val, Trp and Tyr (6) . Visualization of the Scooby-domain probability matrix for a sequence can be used to effectively identify regions that are likely to fold into domains or are likely to be unstructured (Figure 2 ).
Automatic domain boundary assignment
The Scooby-domain web server performs fast, automatic, domain annotation by identifying the most domain-like regions in the query sequence. The highest probability in the domain probability matrix represents the first predicted domain. The corresponding stretch of sequence for this domain is removed from the sequence. Therefore, the first predicted domain will always have a continuous sequence and further domain predictions can encompass discontinuous domains. If the excised domain is at a central position in the sequence, the resulting N-and C-termini fragments are rejoined and the probability matrix recalculated as before. The second highest probability is then found and the corresponding sub-sequence removed.
AVAILABILITY
Scooby-domain Java applet
The Scooby-domain algorithm is available as a Java applet (http://ibivu.cs.vu.nl/programs/scoobywww) to both visualize a domain probability matrix and to analyse local sequence features for a query sequence (Figure 2) . Once a query sequence has been entered, several options are available from the drop-down menu.
'Domain': creates a domain probability matrix that can be used to visually assign domains. 'HP Runs': first identifies non-random regions in a sequence, e.g. long stretches of hydrophilic residues, that are unlikely to form a globular structure and then creates a domain probability matrix. 'Binary HP': plots the average hydrophobicity for each smoothing window using the binary assignment described above. 'Eisenberg': plots the average hydrophobicity for each smoothing window using the residue hydrophobicity scale described by Eisenberg (13) . 'Alpha': plots the propensity for a sequence region to be a-helical based on the residue propensities described by Chou and Fasman (14) . 'Beta': plots the propensity for a sequence region to be a b-strand based on the residue propensities described by Chou and Fasman (14) . 'Coil': plots the propensity for a sequence region to be in a random coil conformation based on the residue propensities described by Chou and Fasman (14) . 'Linker': plots the propensity of a sequence region to be an inter-domain linker based on the linker propensities described in the linker database (15) . 'Walkies': plots a random walk representation of the query sequence. A random walk moves up for every hydrophobic residue and down for every hydrophilic residue encountered as it moves along the sequence. Figure 1 . Multilevel smoothing window. Each smoothing window sums the properties of the residues it encapsulates along a sequence, and places the value at its central position. This leads to a 2D matrix, where the value at cell (i, j) is the average property encapsulated by a window of size j that is centred at residue position i. The matrix has a triangular shape, the apex of which will correspond to a window size equal to the length of the sequence or the maximum window size.
All calculated probabilities and propensities are normalized to values between zero and one, and are identified using a colour gradient of blue to red. Therefore, a region with a high probability of domain occurrence will appear red in the 'Domain' probability plot, while a region of low probability will appear blue. Using the mouse pointer, it is possible to identify the residue position, the window length being used, the probability value at that position, and the start and end points (limits) of the window. The limits will represent the domain boundaries when analysing a domain probability plot.
Scooby-domain prediction server
The option to automatically delineate domains for a query sequence is also available. The prediction server is simple to use, requiring a single query sequence and a few parameters. The 'N-and C-termini weighting' option can be used to encourage the domain-cutting algorithm to begin domain assignments at the start or end of the query sequence. The option to include external domain data, such as the boundary predictions from Domaination (9) , is also available. The additional boundary information can be fed directly into the domain probability matrix to help improve predictions. Domain predictions for a query sequence are presented with the highest scoring prediction first, out of 10 possible results. A GIF image of the domain probability matrix is displayed below the predictions and is available for download as a postscript image file.
The Scooby-domain prediction algorithm performed relatively well on a test set of 193 multidomain proteins, correctly predicting the location of over half (113/224) of the domain boundaries within an error of -20 residues. The predictions are, for simple cases, accurate. But errors in domain boundary prediction are expected due to the intrinsic simplicity of our method. Further improvements can be achieved by searching the domain databases (16) and adding the results from other domain prediction methods. Using the option to include predictions made by Domaination (9) improved the Scoobydomain performance to 60%.
CONCLUSIONS
The multilevel smoothing window applied by Scooby-domain is a useful tool to visualize local and global properties of amino acids in a protein sequence. The Java applet can also be used to Figure 2 . Scooby-domain Java applet. The Scooby-domain plot shows the probability for regions in a sequence to fold into a domain. Average hydrophobicities are converted into domain probability scores by referring to the observed distribution of domain sizes and hydrophobicities, i.e. given an average hydrophobicity and window length the probability that it can fold into a domain is found directly from the observed data. Regions coloured red represent the centre of a putative domain. The mouse-pointer highlights a likely domain between residues 102 and 212. Please note that the multilevel smoothing window is plotted upside-down when compared to Figure 1. identify if a region in a protein can form a globular structure or is likely to be unstructured.
Methods to predict the location of domains are extremely important. Percentage hydrophobicity and domain size is a good predictor of domain location and has been applied to predict domain boundaries by the Scooby-domain algorithm. Domain prediction algorithms that have utilized the hydrophobicity of proteins, such as SnapDragon (7), and the constraints of domain size, such as Domain Guess by Size (17), have shown some success but are limited to small proteins, often with only two or three domains. Scooby-domain can quickly locate domains in a protein sequence, regardless of its length.
Precise identification of domain boundaries is a very difficult problem. Here we have presented a simple method which shows promising results. However, predictions are not accurate enough to be exclusively reliable. It is advised that other methods are used in combination with the Scooby-domain algorithm such as those methods that rely on homology searches of the domain databases. The Scooby-domain algorithm is flexible, in that it can accept boundary predictions from other sources to improve its prediction success.
